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SPATIAL CONTAGIONS

Rachel Valinsky is a curator, writer, and researcher based in New York. 
She is a co-founder of Wendy’s Subway, for which she currently serves as 
Artistic Director, and is completing a PhD in Art History at The Graduate 
Center, City University of New York.
 Wendy’s Subway is a non-profit reading room, writing space, and 
independent publisher. The editors of CO— met with Valinsky to talk 
about Wendy’s Subway’s work at their reading room in Bushwick, Brook-
lyn. The full conversation is available online at www.yalepaprika.com.

CO—: So much of [Wendy’s Subway’s] work is done coordinating with 
collaborators that sort of come and go, and I think that presents a lot of 
opportunities to make this not only the space itself, but also the develop-
ment of a network. Have you seen Wendy’s become a road map for other 
communities? Has it germinated in that way?

Rachel Valinsky: Definitely. I think that in some way the residency pro-
gram is the most dedicated initiative within Wendy’s that hosts different 
communities on a rotating basis. 
 The residencies offer different publishers, collectives, organiza-
tions, and artists opportunities to do focused research and work here, but 
then also to bring in audiences that their projects can’t otherwise assem-
ble because of lack of space and resources. So I think that in this way, 
Wendy’s Subway has really acted as a container for different ideas, dif-
ferent projects, different audiences. What’s really exciting is when those 
things start to cross over and when we start to see people coming back 
for programs that they might not have encountered [outside of Wendy’s]. 
While we remain flexible and open, acting as a container, we hope our pro-
grams still have an internal coherence that audiences can trust will offer 
them something of interest, even if it’s not in their immediate purview...

CO—: The space kind of becomes a physical document of a lot of the his-
tory that’s taken place here, which I think is fantastic.
 What came up in Wendy’s Subway’s first issue of PEER REVIEW 
was this idea of “holding space.” And it makes sense in a place like this. 
There’s no sole ownership of it, but it’s something that is able to be tem-
porarily transferable to whoever is coming in to have their voice be rep-
resented. What does the term “holding space” mean to Wendy’s Subway?

RV: It’s really at the core of everything that we do. “Holding space” is 
a phrase I’ve encountered in many different contexts, from facilitating 
discussion, to allowing for certain kinds of unforeseen possibilities. It sort 
of gets to the openness of what we’re trying to do—that space can be 
occupied by any number of people, but there’s still a job of facilitation, 
administration, and care that goes into that. That’s very important.
 We also hope this can happen on the other end. We entrust the audi-
ence to hold space for someone presenting, and we hope that there is that 
dynamic that takes place as well. Wendy’s has, for many of us, become a 
kind of platform for our own professional and creative developments too. 
In that sense, over a longer period of time, it has held space for what we 
want to achieve for other people and what we want to achieve for our-
selves. 
 I think that’s important, and it doesn’t, to my mind, belittle at all the 
fact that we aim to be a community-based reading room. Wendy’s Subway 
also serves a purpose for the people who run it, and I think this is very 
important because it is a labor of love. [laughing] On many levels.
 And I think the day that such space is no longer required, that peo-
ple don’t feel the need for it—whether that’s us or our audiences—will be 
the day that I feel very happy to close. There are some really practical 
questions that I like to keep close at hand, so that we continue to consider 
the urgency of all the things that we do, and why we need to do them.

CO—: And also, other organizations would want to “scale, scale, scale” 
and expand. But I think this scale is important for [Wendy’s] to work this 
way.

RV: Yeah, we talk about that a little bit here. We are a non-profit. There 
is, I think, a push within the non-profit world to keep growing in certain 
ways. And as the volume of work that we do grows, I certainly feel like 
the funds that we have available to do that work need to grow as well, 
so… yes, our capacity keeps growing. But to me, that doesn’t need to be 
tied to over-scaling of the space in any way. And I wouldn’t want to make 
any kind of scale jump unless we were all feeling the absolute need for it. 
In some way, what’s much harder is to “maintain” and to plateau, actu-
ally—to plateau without falling into obsolescence. That’s a more interest-
ing model to me. It’s one that rejects the kind injunction to overproduce.

CO—: Maybe scale is not the correct question. I’m going to steal a term 
from my program director, Keller Easterling, who talks a lot about the 
“multiplier:” contagious ideas and contagious formats. So rather than this 
necessarily being something that has to expand but—this is going back to 
this issue of the model—that it presents a model for like-minded actors 
to produce similar kinds of spaces that operate not as one single massive 
scale operation but as a kind of a conglomerate of networks that are allied 
but not necessarily explicitly in partnership.

RV: Our first resident here was the Free Black Women’s Library. It was 
started by one woman, OlaRonke Akinmowo, who had a collection of books 
by black women that she would put up on her stoop in Crown Heights or 
in Bed-Stuy on various Saturdays and have book swap sessions. That’s 
how it started. Now she has an enormous collection. There are chapters of 
this library now in other cities. But it all started with her individual initia-
tive. I have gone to her house to get the books there and they’re in boxes 
all over the place. The structure is very personal, yet there are chapters 
all over the place—in Los Angeles, in Detroit… 
 This kind of contagion is really exciting—the lack of propri-
etary-ness, the desire to share, instead. If you’re not interested in that, 
then you can’t really hold space. You can’t. It’s beside the point.

[9]
GOVERNMENT (RE)DESIGNED

When the National Endowment for the Arts is annually threatened with 
elimination by Donald Trump, it’s difficult to imagine the federal gov-
ernment and the arts as collaborators.¹ The budget for the NEA as a 
percentage of the total federal budget has been gradually decreas-
ing since the mid-1970’s.² The belief of the current president is 
that the arts should only be funded by private donors. In 
this hostile atmosphere, artists and designers are forced 
to advocate for the value of art and design, and the 
necessity of its public sponsorship. But the arts 
and the U.S. government have not always been 
at odds. Looking back almost fifty years, we 
can find such a collaboration in the Federal 
Design Improvement Program.
 In May of 1971, Richard Nixon sent 
a memo to the heads of federal depart-
ments encouraging engagement with 
the art and design community. The 
following year, Nancy Hanks (chair-
man of the NEA) established the 
Federal Design Improvement 
Program (FDIP) to improve 
design within the government. 
The FDIP wasn’t the first nor 
the last effort to revamp the 
image of government (the WPA 
in the 30’s and the Obama-era 
push to redesign government 
websites are two other exam-
ples), but it is notable for its 
collaborative approach. The 
first key element of the pro-
gram was to establish design 
assemblies, bringing together 
government officials and the 
design community through a 
series of conferences.³
 The NEA participated 
in inter-agency charrettes 
including repurposing the 
Pensioner’s Building as the 
National Building Museum 
with the General Services 
Administration and try-
ing to improve low-in-
come housing with the 
Department of Housing 
and Urban Development 
(HUD).3 While the man-
date that authorized these 
assemblies came from 
the top, the program 
encouraged collaboration 
between individual agen-
cies and its constituent 
designers. The FDIP 
may be remembered for 
its iconic logos (such as 
the USPS, PBS, NASA 
and the EPA), but its 
success came from fos-
tering a relationship 
between the govern-
ment and designers. 
Nancy Hanks brought 
this idea of collabora-
tion to both the FDIP 
and NEA as a whole, 
writing in 1968, “The 
support required 
for the arts, for the 
improvement of our 
cities . . . will come 
from a myriad of indi-
viduals, foundations, 
corporations, as well 
as governments.”4

 The two major 
organizations cre-
ated under the design 
improvement program 
were for architecture 
and graphic design. The 
Task Force on Federal 
Architecture included 
members such as Charles 
Eames and Henry 
Weese, and it reinvented 
the guidelines for federal 
buildings from 1962. One 
change was the allowance of 
combining government and 
private functions as a way to 
better integrate buildings into 
their communities. The task force 
also held design charrettes and led 
the charge to both renovate exist-
ing federal buildings and propose new 
buildings.3 One project coming out of these 
charrettes was for a new transportation sys-
tem in Morgantown, West Virginia. The proposal 
was to build a Personal Rapid Transit System (PRT) which connected 
three West Virginia University campuses. The project was a collabora-
tion between Boeing and the Urban Mass Transportation Administration, 
and it responded to the need of 11,000 students. This system is still in 
use today.5 The FDIP produced more than a series of design solutions, it 
established a method of cooperation between government entities, pri-
vate stakeholders and the public. While partnerships such as this come 
with their own set of issues, they were a way to rethink the top-down 
approach set by the WPA.
 The graphics portion of the program intended to create a simpli-
fied and clear visual language, both iconic logos and ubiquitous conven-
tions. While government agencies were getting an updated look, road and 
pedestrian signage was standardized. Some of the more radical designs 
have changed since the 1970s, but the legacy of the FDIP is evidenced by 
the many logos and standards from this program that are still in place.6 
This is both a testament to their effectiveness and the growing indiffer-
ence of the government since then towards art and design.
 A 1973 New York Times article on the program reads, “the under-
taking is said to represent the first time that the Government—the coun-
try’s largest planner, builder, landlord and printer—has recognized its 
responsibility to provide the country with the best possible design envi-
ronment.”7 Two words stand out from this statement. The first is “envi-
ronment.” The government set out to create a space for design and foster 
relationships. That’s not to say there was no top-down decision making, 
but the central tenet of the program was to make room for collabora-
tion with designers. The second word that stands out is “responsibility.” 
Art, graphic design, industrial design, architecture, and landscape archi-
tecture are not frivolities that should be left to the auspices of wealthy 
patrons, but are the responsibility of the government on behalf of the 
people.
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JANUARY 29
Winter blues officially 
descend upon YSoA:

“It usually starts as self care and quickly 
turns into depression,” Rachel Mulder, March 

I 2021, on taking a day off from studio.

With five major due dates over an eight-day period, 
first years are overheard discussing their plan to send 
a strongly worded email/cry for help to the combined 

Building Project and studio faculty—eerily reminiscent 
of last year. Will the M.Arch I second semester ever not 

feel like too much?

JANUARY 30
Jonathan Toews had to leave the undergraduate Scales of 
Design review early after cutting his finger on a piece of 

broken glass from one of the projects. Fortunately, no stitches 
were required and the fourth floor first-aid kit got its first use of 

the semester.

“Something in here—with the corn dogs next to the Russians 
next to the Copenhagen warming huts—is your architecture,”—

Aniket Shahane, reviewing his second-year urban studio.

JANUARY 31
After being featured in last issue’s “On the Ground,” @deskcrit 

ups the journalistic rhetoric of its captions. Yeah, we’re watching 
you.

In a slip of the tongue during Renaissance and Modern II, Peter 
Eisenmann inadvertently coins the term  

“re-Loos-tionship.” Who doesn’t love a good dad joke.

FEBRUARY 2
After a site visit to the Bronx, second-years wonder if J.Lo’s 
half-time show at the Super Bowl counts as research for their 

developing projects.

Entomological update: days after the first-year biome projects 
review on Thursday, a rogue silkworm is found cocooning in 
Taku Samejima’s model, sparking conversation about adap-

tive reuse.

FEBRUARY 3
Following last semester’s unprecedented trend of all-

cream outfits on reviews, Spring/Summer 2020 suggests 
a move towards shades of orange. Off-paprika might be 

the new off-white.

FEBRUARY 4
Advanced studios prepare for travel week by 

avoiding all coronavirus coverage on the news.

P.S.
A random note shows up on a CO— 
editors’ table: “Sorry architecture 

for eating all your 6 on 7 
pizza.” GD, YSoA
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Architecture has always been social.  
As the legend goes, according to Vitru-
vius, the beginning of collective meeting 
and domesticity came about because of 
the discovery of fire—so he described the 
first act of building. One can speculate 
from this that the first assembly was not 
the construction of a personal, private 
dwelling, but a fire around which a com-
munity could grow, and from which the 
history of labor emerged. A constructed 
fire and a huddle of beings around it 
might demonstrate the first collaborative 
environment.

But what is often overlooked and erased 
across the many millennia between that 
first act of community building and the 
downtown towers, suburban office parks, 
and our own institutions that make up 
the creative/collaborative spatial land-
scape is that a good fire takes stoking. 
Community requires an ongoing engage-

ment, both in the physical management 
of facilities and the collective stewarding 
of identity, relationships, and resources.

For this issue of Paprika!, we invited 
contributors to interrogate this as 
broadly as possible by starting with a 
basic etymological unit: CO—. Thanks 
to the landlords and corporate execu-
tives that have made ill-fated attempts 
to repackage and sublease our own col-
lectivity back to us, CO— has become an 
empty prefix for superfluous buzzwords 
and amenities like rooftop yoga and syn-
ergistic thinking.

The included authors offer frameworks, 
precedents, and proposals for radical col-
lectivity through an array of alternative 
tactics: spatial co-ownership, expanded 
communication, co-publishing platforms, 
shared commonalities, and more. In its 
design and organization, we explore 
this issue as a medium for extra-institu-
tional community that we hope sustains 
an afterlife through new kinships and 
networks. At its origins, the fire is not 
just an event but a continuous process of 
maintenance and care.

1 Stoilas, Helen. 2019. “Trump wants to axe the NEA. Yes, again.” The Art Newspaper, March 18.
2 Reidy, Brent. 2017. “The battle to save America’s arts endowment from Trump’s cuts.” Apollo, January 
30.
3 n.d. Setting the Standard: the NEA Initiates the Federal Design Improvement Program. Accessed 
January 20, 2019. https://www.arts.gov/about/40th-anniversary-highlights/setting-standard-nea-initi-
ates-federal-design-improvement-program.
4 Bauerlin, Mark, and Ellen Grantham. 2009. National Endowment for the Arts: A History 1965-2008. 
Washington, D.C.: the National Endowment for the Arts. https://www.arts.gov/art-works/2017/mak-
ing-design-necessity-good-government.
5 Pettit, Lorraine. 2017. Making Design a Necessity for Good Government. Accessed January 20. 2019. 
6 Budds, Diana. 2017. Nixon, NASA, and How the Federal Government Got Design. March 6. https://www.
fastcompany.com/3068659/nixon-nasa-and-how-the-federal-government-got-design.
7 Reif, Rita. 1973. “Fresh Look is Due in Federal Design.” New York Times, February 12.



birthday (she undoubtedly hated it and yet we did not even dis-
card it after her death). My grandfathers hunting knife—I don’t 
think he ever hunted in his life. Things no one should have an 
extra set of: shower caddies, rotary telephones. Lamps, records 
and other objects from my parents former homes deemed too 
funky or cheap to display in the current home but too sentimen-
tal to discard. Old power tools, abrasive cleaners and fireworks, 
objects that my parents deemed too dangerous to use in every-
day life, but due to their strong sense of environmentalism were 
unable to discard. 
 But most powerfully to the architecture of the stor-
age room, an aspect that was certainly the reason why it was 
always the launching point of the repeating dreams, was that 
it had rooms within it. It was a room with a door that closed, 
but within it was another door that led to another even less 
finished room, which inside held yet another door to the large 
cedar closet with hanging wool clothes from previous genera-
tions I had never seen anyone wear. Nested rooms like this do 
not tend to exist within an American suburban home, although 
entering into someone’s bathroom off a bedroom suite will give 
you a taste of this feeling. Inner sanctum never has been a sell-
ing point in tract housing. 

 The dream would begin in the storage room. I quietly 
move past the familiar familial objects and open the door, mov-
ing into a deeper room. From here passageways the unfold. 
My pace quickening, I travel up stairs, down narrow hallways, 
and through endless windowless wood panel rooms. The walk 
is always a search, usually for a private safe place. I never am 
scared of becoming lost but never can recall the route. Recollec-
tion is the guide in my navigation of this psychic storage room. I 
am looking for a place I have been before.
The connection to the actual storage room feels clear to me, but 
I wonder why my psyche so insistently presents itself as subter-
ranean and domestic. A friend of mine wrote a series of poems 
This is a Window Not a Door that explore a mental landscape 
of a house from the perspective of peering through a window. 
The poem is listened to over the phone, and stanzas are navi-
gated through touch-tone dialing. The concept behind the piece 
resonated intensely with me, however it seems my own mental 
house has no windows at all. Now living in New York I look up 
at the high-rise condos that sprout up everywhere. What is the 
psychic house of the child that looks through the window of the 
85th floor of 432 Park Avenue? A window through which no one 
can look back at you. The harsh light of the upper atmosphere 
shines down and in this moment there is in fact a straight line 
between the-only-sun and the-only-son.
 With six, or a thousand, light sometimes needs to make 
space for darkness. Is it possible to find darkness in a half-house 
with a half-kitchen and half-garage? Do  the things that matter 
most live best in the light or in the dark? Sometimes when I 
didn’t like one of my drawings, I would stand a little closer to 
the window and let my shadow erase it.
 I learned to play with shadows from a young age. The sun 
that birthed us was cruel and narcissistic. 
 Above , 
 O  M N     I     P   
 R     E      S      E    N     T
  O  M N I P  
                      R    E     S  
   E   N  
                        T , 
harrowing, vindictive. She built me before the others, and thus 
built me the LARGEST, an 

   O
   B
   E
   L
  I
  S

  ____K____
to worship her own body and being, an obelisk void of other fig-
ures or shapes to commune with, save herself. The woods and 
lakes were too far to see clearly, and my s-t-i-f-f-e-n-e-d body 
couldn’t bend down to touch them. But when she would sleep, 
I could 

breathe

With her back turned the light was soft, angular. It would play 
light on one half of my rigid being, extending my form down to 
Earth, down to meet the curious creatures who touched my soft 
shadow. The shadows grew space for commune. And my heart 
lightened. We laughed, sang, loved. We felt each other each 
other each other—the first time I was ever touched by some-
thing that didn’t burn. 
 But she was vindictive. On her return she realized that 
my attention and love was elsewhere. So she aimed to remind 
me. She burned me. She screamed, heat on my face, lashes of 
flame. She aims to scar me as a reminder, a warning engraved 
on my skin. 
 But I am a mountain of scars. I have been hardened with 
time. This is nothing. She could feel my resolve, so she moved 
closer. She came so close to my world that her flames burned 
to death all who had touched my shadow. I watched and cried. 
Powerless as they died or fled. A fresh start for her and me. 
Alone again. Broken and scared. The obelisk and its God.
My father told me that she was full of lies, ready to pounce upon 
me. She didn’t mean the things she said. My brother was the 
one who would confront Him, stop His blade between his palms, 
stop the guillotine from coming down upon this household. An 
obelisk of hurt, shame, control. 
 I hope I can make it out alive.
 My sister called me today and said she wishes I was hers 
again. She loves how on Instagram I surprise her every single 
day but says not to spend too much time online by myself. She 
only uses her my phone only while sitting on the toilet; that’s 
where she called me from. 
 I was hers and she was mine. Born in separate bodies, it 
shouldn’t have been this way. A tragedy. What is the lost piece I 
am looking to find? My father? My dying grandmother?
 It’s really a wonder how anyone gets along. I was up late 
working on three physical models for a client meeting and was 
still new to the office. She was new too so she offered to help 
and I nervously accepted. We finished at 3am. I was grateful 
and took a $30 uber home, feeling stupid for working so late and 
spending money I shouldn’t have spent. I thought how nice it 
was of her to help, even though she didn’t have to. It turned out 
that was the nicest she would ever be to me.

CO–Chain reaction contributers: name, age and location
Michèle Degen, 29, Vienna, Austria, Erich Schäfer, 71, Liestal, Switzerland, Dominiq Oti, 
23, New Haven, US, Angela Lufkin, 26, New Haven, US, Adam Thibodeaux, 26, New 
Haven, US, Sarah Weiss, 27, New Haven, US, Audrey Tseng Fischer, 24, New Haven, US, 
Janelle Schmidt, 25, New Haven, US, Taka Tachibe, 26, Princeton, US, Katherine Diemert, 
26, Toronto, Canada, Evan Chiles, 26, Portland, US, Danny Garfield, 25, Brooklyn, US, Lia 
Coleman, 25, Seattle, US
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THE EXPANDED NATURE OF  

COLLABORATION
Dana Karwas is the Director of the Center for Collaborative 
Arts and Media (CCAM) at Yale University and a Critic at the 
Yale School of Architecture. She is an interdisciplinary arts-
based researcher.

I was standing somewhere between Mission Control and a clean 
room, with a large view of the entire manufacturing facility. 
Somewhat incongruently, there was an employee snack stand 

[1]
DESIGN WON’T CHANGE WHO WE ARE

American purveyors of European food culture have popularized 
the image of an old-world inn, filled with long wooden tables 
around which gathers a community of rustic gastronomes. In 
the brasseries and trattorie across the U.S. today, the long 
table seems to invite, even compel, an experience of collectiv-
ity rooted in communal enjoyment of food. It says, “Come rub 
elbows with strangers and eat this crusty bread.” By its very 
shape—that rousing length—it suggests something beyond the 
nuclear family, beyond the identity of the consumer, beyond 
business. It suggests new social possibilities, disrupting our 
expectations in exciting ways, like purple potatoes or rosemary 
olive oil ice cream. In cafés and coworking spaces too, the long 
table is a common fixture, a clear illustration of the collectivity 
and collaboration those spaces offer, ostensibly to counteract 
the atomizing tendency of precarious self-employment.¹
 A long table symbolizes togetherness, even when no one 
is sitting there. In the absence of a culture of collective living, 
the long table may express a memory of, or wish for, such a cul-
ture. The table operates as a sign of community—a system of 
meaning. And by allowing the physical proximity of individual 
bodies, the table works physically, as a shared space, to poten-
tiate community. The form of the table begins to project, but 
cannot independently realize, both the symbolic and physical 
conditions of community-making.
 Yet, in the examples so far, the table has not produced any-
thing we can call real community. The effects are transient and 
psychological, not deeply social. In fact, contrary to the claims of 
coworking’s proponents, in a recent study “most coworkers did 
not define coworking as an opportunity to collaborate on feder-
ated projects.”² Similarly, the open office plan, sold as a progres-
sive reform promising collaboration and creativity, is now being 
revealed as a failure—the literal togetherness of bodies in space 
actually reduces productivity and collaboration.³
 In the examples so far, the table has not produced any-
thing we would want to call real community. The effects are 
transient and psychological, not deeply social. In fact, contrary 
to the claims of coworking’s proponents, in a recent study “most 
coworkers did not define coworking as an opportunity to collab-
orate on federated projects.”² Similarly, the open office plan, sold 
as a progressive reform promising collaboration and creativity, 
is now being revealed as a failure—the literal togetherness of 
bodies in space actually reduces productivity and collaboration.³
 Yet what about the case where the table expresses and 
makes manifest an existing culture of collective living? In this 
case we find a consonance between the formal structure of the 
table and the social structure of the table’s context. The ances-
tor of your favorite café’s long table, perhaps standing in a 19th 
century roadside inn in the French countryside, existed as an 
accessory—a tool for maintaining the collective culture among 
working classes of a farm economy. That table did not merely 
signal “collectivity,” but it made manifest in its form the social 
structure and cultural context of togetherness out of which it 
had evolved.

 In the absence of a culture of collective living, how could 
a long table produce anything other than temporary social side 
effects? In the U.S. today, what agency does the length of a 
table have in producing a new, collective culture? Co-ownership 
of the long table, and the space in which it stands, is a tool capa-
ble of generating a robust collectivity, activating social relations 
and sparking their transformation.
 Imagine a very long table in a room that is not a restau-
rant, not a café, not a coworking space. This room, and the table 
inside it, are collectively owned, legally, by everyone who lives 
within a quarter mile. While the length of the table will allow it 
to be used by many people at once, it is the collective ownership 
of the table which will activate it as an agent of collective life. 
Co-ownership produces a structural equality among the stake-
holders, which will make possible a coming together as peers, 
as full individuals. That is quite unlike the togetherness of the 
café or commercial coworking space, which demands a relative 
homogeneity of values, behavior and agendas, a direct result of 
the transactional nature of entry into the space.
 The owners, a group united only by their neighborhood, 
must agree how to share the table, what uses are appropriate, 
how to regulate the space’s availability and how to maintain the 
space. This conversation will inevitably lead to a discussion of 
purposes, values, and agendas that will vary drastically from 
person to person. Confronting and working to coordinate these 
varied agendas, purposes and values is the key to a deeper real-
ity of collectivity and collaboration. This process will reveal a 
heterogeneity of aims and subjectivity which are excluded by 
the kinds of togetherness we may experience as co-consumers 
in a café or restaurant. 
 Architecture cannot determine social forms. Interac-
tion and relationship do not depend on a continuous surface of 
wood to connect two people—conversely, a continuous tabletop 
devoid of a communal context is no guarantee of any kind of 
meaningful interaction or shared experience. As Georg Simmel 
observed, the issue with modernity is the existence of strangers 
as an urban category to begin with, certainly not what kinds of 
tables they are seated at.4 A piece of furniture, and by extension 
architecture itself, can symbolize and facilitate certain social 
realities. But it can do little to transform social relations unless 
that transformation is already well under way. Co-ownership of 
space and the objects within it is one way to activate the envi-
ronment’s potential for social transformation.

[2]
TRANSCENDENT NETWORKS

Community is the watchword of the networked era. “Building 
global community” is Facebook’s supposed credo. WeWork 
continues to  claim that “community is our catalyst,” though 
its founder Adam Neumann torched most of its value. Another 
coworking club, The Wing, provides “community and coworking 
for women.” 
 Although corporations use this language cynically, there’s 
no denying that it resonates with those whom the platform 
economy has isolated and atomized. This tension plays out spa-
tially in co-working offices, co-living apartments, business incu-
bators, coding boot camps, and art residencies. People who have 
had the social fabric pulled out from under them by austerity 
are liable to rent a replacement from VC-backed platforms who 
stand to profit from their precarity.
 But is the movement toward co-everything so new? 
Instead of speculating on the dystopian future, we might do bet-
ter to trace the roots of this relationship through the upheavals 
and discourses of the last few centuries. If we push back the 
so-called “rise of the networked society” by a hundred years or 
more, and consider the spatial history of social networking on 
this continent, we might bring a different set of assumptions to 
the problem of community as commodity.
 Consider a group like the Freemasons. Though it sounds 
musty today, Freemasonry functioned as a kind of post-Enlight-
enment cross between Soho House and Arpanet: a network of 
highly coded spaces for manufacturing group identity. Masonic 
lodges themselves were designed around theatrical rituals 
involving elaborate costumes and ceremonies. Most importantly, 
each one was linked to a wide-ranging world of Masonic thought 
supported by its own media infrastructure. Freemasonry is best 
understood, as Jan Jansen writes, as a “largely understudied 
system of networks along which people moved, got into contact, 
and interacted with each other over long distances within the 
Atlantic world.”5

 Similar premonitions of digital infrastructure appear in 
the spatial practices of 19th-century evangelicals. In the early 
decades of American Methodism, preachers in the West were 
known as “circuit riders” because the church dispatched them 
on horseback to rural communities. One preacher in New Mex-

and territorial invasions into the Balkans during the twilight of 
the western Roman Empire.18 Soon after, with the rise of Chris-
tianity and Islam, peoples around the Mediterranean began to 
adopt different faiths through the forces of missionary conver-
sion, cultural assmiliation and military proliferation. However, 
it would be reductive to define the populace of the Balkans as 
possessing a singular cultural identity divided by religion—
majority Roman Catholicism for the Croats; Eastern Orthodox 
for the Serbs; and Sunni Islam for the Bosniaks.19 Ranging from 
instances of clear cultural distinction to times where ethnic, cul-
tural, and religious identities begin to be blurred, making clear 
demarcations between groups difficult. Throughout history 
there have persisited minoroties of Catholic and Muslim Serbs, 
Orthodox and Muslim Croats, as well as Orthodox and Catholic 
communities across Bosnia and the greater Balkans.  
 The modern Bosnian national identity has its roots in 
the Banate of Bosnia, a medieval vassal kingdom that emerged 
in the mid 12th century. Interestingly, the kingdom also came 
to consecrate its own separate Bosnian Church for a time, in 
opposition to the doctrinal influences of Constantinople and the 
Holy See.20 This distinct religious and cultural history, coupled 
with the remote mountainous terrain of the region, allowed 
Bosnia to begin to develop its earliest national sentiments in 
spite of competing international interests. Soon wooden peas-
ant typologies such as the brvnara, built by the rural populace 
began to emerge throughout the countryside. Found across 
Bosnia and modern day western Serbia these were single story 
log homes, with sharp four sided roofs and low eaves, centered 
around a central fireplace.21 Over time this developed into the 
bondruka, and is closer to the modern Balkans House typology. 
The bondruka is a two-story, wooden frame home with stone 
rubble composing the first floor walls and plaster on the second 
storey.22 The relative isolation during this time was eventually 
overturned with the Ottoman conquest in 1463, which brought 
Islam and Islamic architecture and urban design into Bosnia.
 With the conquest, a gradual Islamification of the Bal-
kans began, with almost 3/4 of people in Bosnia converting to 
Islam over the next few centuries.23 Through this assimilation, 
Bosnia adopted an identity of belonging to the greater Islamic 
world. In turn, they were given a greater range of rights and 
legal privileges by the central Ottoman authority. Soon, dif-
ferent amalgamations of people from around the empire began 
to migrate into Bosnia. This ranged from the Vlach, pastoral 
warrior nomads originally of Serbian Orthodox extraction, to 
tradesmen and rural artisans from Albania and Greece as well 
as Spanish Muslim and Jewish refugees from the Reconquista 
in 1492.24 Soon, the city of Sarajevo was consolidated under an 
Ottoman model of narrow streets joining two distinct zones. 
The center of the city would be based on a bazaar district with 
artisan workshops and markets to facilitate trade and connec-
tion throughout the greater Empire.25 Then there was the resi-
dential quarter, where each neighborhood would contain ethnic 
enclaves with their own mosques. In addition to these were also 
separate religious neighborhoods established for the minority 
Catholic, Orthodox, and Jewish communities in Sarajevo.26 The 
new mosques in these centralized urban centers expressed a 
distinct and overarching Ottoman and Bzyantine material influ-
ence.27 Many such as the Gazi Husrev-beg Mosque completed in 
1532 were constructed out of stone block with columns, arches, 
a separate minaret structure, and a central dome in the fashion 
of the converted Hagia Sophia in Istanbul.28 However, in the 
more rural areas, the wooden material culture of the pre-Ot-
toman Bosnians would persist in rural mosques that would 
come out of vernacular building traditions. Mosques such as 
the Behram-begova džamija and Vidorijska dzamij would draw 
upon existing construction knowledge and the structural forms 
of the brvnara and the bondruka. They would have the same 
two storey wooden construction with the minaret combined and 
extruding from the central roof geometry of the mosque.28 

[6]
CO—CHAIN REACTION:

A COLLABORATIVE WRITING EXERCISE
The white wall. How old I was I can’t remember. I was sitting 
on my bed with my brown blanket. The blanket was covered 
with grey elephants and illustrated desert trees. I looked at 
the white wall, the wall of my room with lined wooden laths. I 
wasn’t alone, surrounded by a former forest. Not knowing who I 
am, knowing I’m not alone. I asked questions towards the wall. 
Hot tears were rolling over my cheeks, filling up my right ear 
with salty water. White is not nothing.
 Concerning the white wall: we often meet at art exhibi-
tions—a couple of friends, to communicate on styles, imagina-
tions and coloring modes of artistic pieces. Nowadays the gal-
lery or museum walls, originally light grey, chamois, or chalky 
white, are being changed for every show in significant hues, 
even very dark shades, due to a curatorial idea. Well, sometimes 
it works, sometimes it has a strong impact on the objects. As 
Zeus would say: “More light!”
 “More light!” one might say, but can you be a perfection-
ist pluralist? What about a singular pluralist? Is it even produc-
tive to practice pluralism by yourself? I’m driving my social self 
into the ground with the way that I’m collaborating, or better to 
say, not collaborating. I know that I’m talking too much—know 
that I’m prioritizing my voice. I’ve read that if you want to get 
better at something, a quick way is to fail at it and fail hard, and 
I think that’s what I’m making myself do, in the hopes of future 
improvement. But for right now, if these walls could talk, they’d 
tell me to shut up, and then we might hear from someone dif-
ferent and also see something different. From exhibition walls 
to the exterior of the built form a whole myriad of tones and 
mixtures. “More light, more light,” the building might say and 
the cast of shadows change in seconds of the day. 
 My dad, an architect, thought to remodel our small house 
in Phoenix when my little sister was born. There would be six 
of us so we needed “more space for everything,” I was told. A 
bigger kitchen for the baking of bigger cookies. My own room 
for my own toys. In the old house all of our rooms were inter-
changeable, there were two of them and four of us. Sometimes 
it was two and two, sometimes three and one and one time all 
four of us in one room, while the other one was just a storage 
space. The room that was sometimes storage had a slanted floor, 
since our house survived the Chicago Fire, according to some 
folklore my mom told us. At the end, when the house was set to 
be demolished, we drew on the walls with crayons at a time that 
felt like way past midnight. Our shadows shaded in the outlines 
we scribbled upon them. 
 We moved into an apartment on the thirty-eighth floor 
of a condo building. It was one condo building in a six block 
radius of other condo buildings. Apparently when the owner 
bought it you could see clear out the lake. Now, you still can, 
through the corridors of the other forty-storey buildings. The 
walls are still primer-white, never fully painted, and the win-
dows are too large—when it’s snowing, as it is now, it feels like 
the white walls have extended beyond, out into the sky. The 
world disappears until it’s only us. Up here, the neighbourhood 
feels vertical; I know the guy across in the other building, a few 
floors down, always at his computer. The girl in the unit beside 
bundles up in the winter for smokes, but in the summertime she 
sunbathes. We joked about getting binoculars but never did— 
we’ve all mutually agreed to ignore one another—nevermind 
the law. Another building is going up across from us, and soon 
there will be more people living up here.
 No one anticipated how slowly the construction would go 
when my dad insisted on building everything himself. And by 
“himself” I mean by everyone. The house physically shrunk in 
size as it increased in the population of various laborers—fam-
ily, friends, friends of friends, the neighbor with the painting 
business down the street. By the time I moved out for college, 
I’d spent my whole life in a half-house, with a half-kitchen in the 
half-garage—always a few tasks away from almost being at the 
almost-last task before it would almost be finished. I shared one 
room with my two sisters the whole time. The six of us felt like a 
thousand of us. There was less space for everything but maybe 
more space for the things that mattered most. 
 The dream has repeated itself over the years of my life, 
venturing down the carpeted basement steps and turning 
right into the storage room. That room always held the highest 
degree of mystery of any place in the house for a number of 
reasons. There is no good reason for a child to be in there. It 
was not forbidden but it was full of adult things: luggage, out of 
season holiday decorations, the empty boxes of appliances. But 
it also contained a few items of intense interest, forgotten clues 
to a non-linear chronicle of family history. The gag cane with 
rubber honking horn my grandmother was gifted for her 75th 

ico was instructed to head north “until you meet a Methodist 
coming this way,” which was his signal to reroute dynamically 
like a packet over a network.6 Other traditions mounted multi-
day “camp meetings” where marathon sessions attracted enor-
mous crowds. These temporary gatherings were fueled by viral 
communications that could permeate the social graph of an 
entire region: an 1804 meeting in Kentucky drew 20,000 people, 
about twice the population of New Orleans at the time.7

 The same century also saw Utopian socialists and mille-
narian religious sects establish communes whose social systems 
were encoded in their design. Like the open plan or the WeL-
ive dorm, these spaces configured their inhabitants in a certain 
image of “community.” Architectural historian Irene Cheng 
writes that “reformers who concocted eight-sided vegetarian 
cities and circular institutions of non-capitalist commerce were 
proposing forms of social organization different from the status 
quo. The plans were forms of rhetoric as much as, perhaps more 
than, they were functional blueprints.”8 
 The fever for communitarian spatial practices emerged in 
a society experiencing the dislocations of new media, the booms 
and busts of an extractive economy, the horrors of slavery, and 
an ongoing crisis of national institutions. And like today’s dis-
ruptors, these spaces applied a wide range of politics to the 
fragmentation of the day. 
 Most associations originating in elite circles further pro-
grammed the logics of colonization, white supremacy, and patri-
archy into the fabric of American society. Communes sprang up 
on stolen land and were in some cases governed through mass 
sexual abuse. White fraternal organizations formed the basis of 
the Klan and other anti-Black terrorist groups. To the extent 
that we observe both corporate platforms and decentralized 
networks laundering the same violence through the concept of 
“community” today, we should recognize its deep roots in the 
American imagination.
 Yet this history also illuminates liberatory forms of asso-
ciation and powerful networks of solidarity. Unlike their white 
counterparts, Black fraternal orders formed extensive infra-
structures which provided mutual aid, launched institutions 
such as the African Methodist Episcopal Church, and convened 
the Black legal circle which launched the early court battles of 
the civil rights movement.9 In Boston, the Transcendentalist 
writer Margaret Fuller held an ongoing series of open “Conver-
sations” for feminist women. She took pains to replace the hier-
archy of the intellectual salon with a participatory atmosphere, 
writing: “I do not wish any one to join who does not intend, if 
possible, to take an active part.”10

 If, as Melanie Hoff says, we are “always already program-
ming,” then our society has likewise always been networked. 
Spatial practices have provided the scaffolding for “a nation of 
joiners” to forge far-reaching systems in the name of commu-
nity—both oppressive and emancipatory. As new platforms and 
interfaces repackage this perennial project, we would do well to 
mind its histories.

[3]
YOU ARE INVITED

This is an invitation to start communicating with objects and 
materials. 
 Instead of speaking on the phone, ask your phone: Dear 
phone, where does your material come from? You fit in my 
pocket. I carry you around every day, and you’ve almost natu-
rally become an extension of my body. But I never ask you: how 
do you work?
 One of the longest conversations I’ve had with my phone  
was about its material origins. My Tin screen, my Lithium bat-
tery, and my Coltan micro-capacitors were all extracted from 
North-Kivu and South-Kivu mines, in the Democratic Republic 
of the Congo.11 Then my phone advised me to watch the movie 
“The Congo Tribunal,” or even to ask tower climbers, since cell 
tower maintenance is considered one of the most dangerous 
professions in the United States: “workers typically have to 
climb, hand-over-hand, up precarious ladder rungs and support 
structures for anywhere from 100 to 1,000 feet or more, all while 
carrying equipment and tools.”12

 If speaking to your phone goes too far for you, perhaps 
you might try another approach. For instance, I advise you to, 
at least once in your lifetime, invite some materials for dinner. 
When I invited concrete for the first time, concrete told me that 
it was upset with the History of Architecture and Technology 
professor Antoine Picon after reading his piece “Construction 
History: Between Technological and Cultural History.”13 Con-
crete discovered something outrageous in the text: the premise 
that one type of matter is considered materials, and another is 
not, is a complete invention. Concrete quoted Picon precisely, 
“The very notion of material is actually dependent on cultural 
factors.” So, concrete then asked, crying, would this mean con-
crete could at some point, lose its position on the congress of 
materials?
 Concrete was also very afraid of yet another existen-
tial problem—whether its name would still remain concrete if 
the day arrived when its composition might no longer contain 
sand. Did you know that fifty billion tons of sand and gravel are 
used around the world every year? To help you understand, 
you could build a 35-metre-high by 35-metre-wide wall circling 
the equator with this amount of sand.14 Concrete continued: 
Unfortunately my memory fails when trying to remember my 
cement components origin. After going through chemical reac-
tions, and releasing approximately 750 kg of CO2 for each ton 
of cement produced, imagine the side effects, my memory was 
completely erased.
 The concrete I went to dinner with composed the walls of 
Lina Bo Bardi’s Sesc Pompéia. That night I discovered that win-
dows also like to talk. They told me their most intimate friends 
are the window cleaners, and the majority of the windows I 
spoke with confessed they prefer to have an almost monog-
amous cleaning relation. They like to know the weight of the 
hand that is coming to clean it. Since different buildings have 
different windows, their opinions and interests might diverge. 
For instance, in Dubai, the Burj Khalifa windows revealed to 
me that, in order to clean the 206-story tall building, it takes a 
team of 36 window cleaners three months of work at the heights 
of 2000 feet and covering 40 stories each.15 Some windows argue 
they should learn how to clean themselves: Window cleaners 
risk their lives by earning on average $10 to $25 per hour.16

 This communicative openness I invite you to try never 
ends. You may even start from small details, some of those who 
actually shake hands with you everyday: the door handle in 
the entrance of your house. One day I asked my handle, out of 
curiosity: Am I gentle when I twist you? The handle replied: It 
depends. Some of the older tenants are nicer to me. However, 
after painting my aluminum composition I’ve never felt hand’s 

temperature with the 
same intensity. The 
kitchen countertop 
heard our conver-
sation, and replied: 
I am sorry handle, 
but you are lucky to 
be temperature resis-
tant. You shouldn’t 
forget that I am 
actually a slice of 
mountain, and lost 
all my coverage to be 
here in this kitchen. 
I asked the counter-
top how it felt to be 
a kitchen surface now 
instead of a moun-
tain, it answered: You 
humans cut me from 
my original strata 
and now want to 
know how I feel. How 
do you feel, moun-
tain slicer?

 The countertop’s question was the one that encouraged 
me to write this reflection. Even if you don’t personally know 
the workers that sliced the mountain you eat upon; or the min-
ers of the sand that compose the concrete you will use; aren’t 
they also part of our kin? This invitation might even trigger you 
to figure out how objects and materials communicate between 
themselves. I’ve heard rumors that the heating system in the 
Yale campus is all interconnected as one single network with 
a central nervous system that regulates the entire campus. 
This simple material chatting invitation is a way of getting at 
our own condition as a contiguous network both inward, as a 
cellular and bacterial interaction, and outward, as living with 
rather than living upon materials. One might even ask: are we 
not materials?

[4]
AMPLE SPHERES OF YEW: TOPIARY  

AS GUIDE AND CO-EXISTENT

Nocturnal Medicine is the collaborative practice of Michelle 
Shofet and Larissa Belcic.

Western ideology has long upheld a binary designed to keep the 
powerful safe, fed and pleasured: on the one side, humans, and 
on the other, everything else. This “everything else” largely 
consists of resources to be exploited for economic and mate-
rial gain, and of “nature”—a world of landscapes and creatures 
untouched by the human hand, a source of pleasure, comfort, 
and retreat. These are both distancing concepts, predicated on 
separation and hierarchy between humans and our compan-
ions in Earthly existence. These ideas are implicated in the 
twin forces of colonialism and capitalism, wielded as tools that 
enable exploitation. Conceptions of the nonhuman as resource 
grants permission for wealth-building via extraction and con-
trol, while ideas of “nature” insulate us from the destructive 
consequences of these actions, reassuring us with visions of a 
pristine, untouched world “out there.”
 As we settle into an epoch defined by the unraveling 
influence of the human hand, it becomes harder and harder 
to hold on to these distancing conceptions of the nonhuman. 
Today, images of “nature” grievously tarnished by human influ-
ence confront us constantly. Where there were once perceived 
divisions between zones of domination and reserves of pristine 
“nature,” there seems now to be only an inescapable ooze of 
interconnectivity. Each action we take implicates us further and 
further in a web of painful horrors--extinctions, wildfires, bird 
bellies full of plastic. 
 As dreams of “nature” fall away, so too do ideas of “natu-
ral.” In their place bubbles up a materially promiscuous bisque 
wherein human influence, the organic and the synthetic entan-
gle endlessly into strange new ecosystems, weathers, crea-
tures, soils. Moving forward from this moment necessitates 
the practice—individually and societally—of being with the 
feelings that emerge as we become acquainted with the freak 
landscapes and systems of our making, and of embracing these 
entities as the realities that populate this strange new world. 
 So much of contemporary landscape architecture deals 
with the project of remediating, naturalizing or covering up the 
impacts of the built environment. The dominant aesthetic par-
adigm represented in this work is rooted in the replication of 
a “nature’” undisrupted by the human hand. Ironically, these 
landscapes are often constructed atop layers of geofabrics, 
planted in engineered soils bejeweled with hydrogels, and fed 
through snaking polyethylene irrigation systems. What hap-
pens under the ground is, in many ways, more honest about 
the entanglements that characterize our day than the curated 
image above. Practices that camouflage the inherent construct-
edness of the landscape blind us to the complex, interconnected 
mesh of systems and agents that make up our world—a web to 
which we must actively learn to attune.
 Instead, in this essay we champion the use of alternative 
aesthetic paradigms within the landscape arts that can guide us 
in the task of awakening to and living with the material promis-
cuity that marks this new era. One such paradigm already holds 
potential to fill this role, though today it is mostly relegated to 
historical gardens, suburban front yards, or the home decorat-
ing aisles of department stores. We speak, of course, of topiary. 
 With lineages in the garden traditions of multiple cul-
tures, topiary is the long-duration shaping of perennial plants 
into forms that are in clear aesthetic contrast to the plants’ 
innate growth patterns. In the European tradition, topiaries 
have served as expressions of human dominance over plant-
life—baroque displays of our ability to contort living systems 
into domesticated, Euclidean pleasures. The topiary’s docu-
mented history as an art form stretches at least 2,000 years, 
and throughout, it has retained its role as a site for the blur-
ring of distinctions between “natural” and “artificial.” The very 
act of conforming a plant’s intrinsic desires to those desired 
by humans celebrates the mutant synthesis of organic life and 
exuberant artifice, hinting at the fallibility of those categories. 
Further complicating these distinctions, contemporary topiar-
ies can be equally plants or plant-simulating plastics.
 While it is true that traditional topiary is rooted in prac-
tices of domination, its embrace of material promiscuity reveals 
its potential as a gardening practice for the current age. Topiary 
offers us an entry point into a space where binaries of plant/
human, natural/artificial, synthetic/organic can blur. We pro-
pose topiary as a queer-affirming space that does not attempt to 
resolve the categories it more firmly belongs to, but maintains 
its ambiguity as a point of celebration. As an interspecies con-
versational practice, topiary can bring us into a deeper relation-
ship with plants, with synthetics, and with ourselves as ecologi-
cal creatures. 
 In order to tap into its potency, though, we must redefine 
our cultural relationship to topiary from one of domination to 
one of intimacy and co-creation. Rather than denoting a pre-
scribed outcome of the plant’s form, this allows for a dialogue 

to unravel between plant and sculptor, inviting a dynamic of 
mutual pushing and pulling, and embracing an expanded mate-
rial spectrum beyond plant matter and plastics.
 If we let it, the topiary can be a guide in this new era. By 
teaching us to celebrate ambiguity, it strengthens our ability as 
humans to relinquish resolution in favor of the joy of the in-be-
tween. Both through the process of creating topiary and in the 
act of walking amongst them, we reconstitute our relationship 
to “nature” and invite new creatures to populate our landscapes 
and cultural imagination. 
 Imagine this: you are picnicking on a blanket in a park. 
Mutant topiary forms punctuate the lawn around you—tower-
ing, green obelisks with rogue branches emerging from smooth, 
shaved planes. Lying at the foot of one of their bodies, you reach 
your hand to caress the ample spheres of yew at its base. Your 
eyes find that they soon give way to smaller spheres of moss-en-
crusted polymeric foams. Your gaze and the creature both reach 
evenly towards our new strange sky.

[ 5 ]
B O S N I A’ S  S H A D O W

From the 18th century, as countries broke free from colonial 
and imperial powers, the emergence of nationalist movements 
necessitated the embrace of architectural expressions to reflect 
these new national identities. In the Balkans, the heritagization 
of  regional forms was used as one of the clearest manifestations 
of a local culture against larger forces of empire, as well as other 
competing nationalistic forces. The creation of this image of a 
vernacular architecture established a rallying force for national 
movements across Bosnia to unify around. Typologies such as 
the Balkans House emerged and were rapidly embraced by the 
Turkish, Greek, Bulgarian, and Macedoanian national move-
ments as belonging to their individual architectural traditions. 
This ubiquitous residential form found across the Balkans was 
defined by a closed two storey plan with a rubble first floor and 
a protruding timber framed second level topped by a four-sided 
slate and tile roof with a slight curve. However, the embrace 
of these competing national histories problematizes the archi-
tecture of the region as belonging to separate and isolated cul-
tural and ethnic narratives. When in reality the vernacular of 
the Balkans has constantly been in dialogue with each other 
and in contact with the larger international forces of alaturca, 
the East, and alafranga, the West. And throughout the centu-
ries the identity of the Balkan has constantly been shaped by 
expansionist powers ranging from the Romes, Bzyantine, Aus-
tro-Hungarian, and to the Ottomans.
 The modern Serbian, Croatian and Bosnian national iden-
tities originated from the waves of Southern Slavic migrations 

“Holding space” is  
a phrase I’ve encountered 
in many different contexts, 
from facilitating discussion, 
to allowing for certain kinds 
of unforeseen possibilities.”

“This kind of contagion is 
really exciting—the lack 

of proprietary-ness,  
the desire to share, instead. 
If you’re not interested in 
that, then you can’t really 

hold space. You can’t. 
It’s beside the point.”

“In that sense, over a 
longer period of time, it 

has held space for what we 
want to achieve for other 

people and what we want to 
achieve for ourselves.” 

just to my left, full of engineers and designers dressing their 
base scoops of ice cream with a variety of toppings. One walked 
by, holding a mixed-topping ice cream cone and sporting a shiny 
black bomber jacket with “SpaceX” embroidered across the 
back. 
 Amid the chaos of people, rocket production, and ice 
cream, I realized that the music being pumped into the facility 
was Good Vibrations, a Beach Boys song about cosmic vibra-
tions and extrasensory perception. The enthusiastic space-
flight engineer showing me around faded into the background, 
no longer audible, as I became fully distracted by the unex-
pected seduction of the technology around me. It wasn’t caused 
by the immense production line of the Falcon 9, with its con-
stituent pieces disassembled and scattered around better than 
any artwork by Damien Hirst, nor was it caused by the imper-
ceptible expanse of rocket production facility, complete with its 
own glass multi-floor skyscraper of offices. It was instead the 
communal presence of people combined with something bigger 
and imperceptible passing between and among them. 
 I was witnessing a culture of technology that completely 
embodied a shared excitement towards technical progress and 
the future. This is when the extrasensory perceptual shift hap-
pened. Was this the future? Technology was no longer a fancy 
tool, it was a relationship/being that I wanted to work with. Not 
a singularity, but perhaps a multitude of machines and people 
working together. 
 As the Director of Yale’s Center for Collaborative Arts 
and Media (CCAM), I have a responsibility to expand on the 
idea of building a culture of technology through collaboration. 
In order to understand my vision for CCAM, one must first 
understand Paul Klee’s Bauhaus Star, born out of a reaction to 
Walter Gropius’s diagram of curriculum for the Bauhaus. Klee 
drew a version of the curriculum and its multiple disciplines as 
a self-illuminating celestial body in the form of a star. His star 
was representing collaboration and intersections of discipline 
not as defined material, but through the star’s light, illuminat-
ing the spaces between people and disciplines. 
 These light adjacencies in Klee’s star can be drawn upon 
at CCAM. As an update of the celestial world of Klee’s star, I 
define collaboration at CCAM through a radiating network of 
people, and connections between disciplines through a culture 
of  experimentation with technology. CCAM operates as a large 
laboratory in motion, a giant automaton that runs on a network 
of people and their experimental projects, and serves as a cata-
lyst for the creation of new work.
 My two YSoA courses—The Mechanical Eye and The 
Mechanical Artifact—reflect that intersection of people and 
experiments. Both courses, housed at CCAM, are investiga-
tions into how people, via machines, see our environment. The 
former investigated machine perception and the latter, machine 
intelligence. The projects in each class are designed to inter-
rogate technology—disassembling and deconstructing it, and 
engaging with it outside of the context for which it was orig-
inally  intended. Through this inversion of use, students are 
divorcing the predictive outcome of the technological tool from 
the projected result, bringing up many unknowns about where 
the technology will take the project next, and expanding the 
so-called “adjacent possible” that exists around all technologies.
 For example, in my first class, Alex Kim and Jeong Woo 
Kim used the motion-capture system at CCAM to simulate 
weightlessness by recording body movement with the use of 
resistance bands and a yoga ball. In the studio, it looked com-
pletely insane (and probably dangerous), but to the computer, it 
appeared as if there was a body floating in space. As an update 
to the original idea of the mechanical Turk, my students inter-
rogate technological systems in order to reconsider their own 
relationship to technology. What are the modern equivalents 
of mechanical Turks? What other unexpected and interesting 
work can we turn them on to? And what are the negative exter-
nalities, human or otherwise, of these tools?
 In my current class, students are building upon the con-
cept of the unknown as a reflective device in design practice to 
figure out where human decisions end and machine decisions 
begin, with a focus on recent developments in machine learning. 
Can a machine be a true collaborator? How can interdisciplin-
ary work be further validated through technology? And what 
are the new moral and ethical pitfalls that have to be considered 
in the course of expanding technik?
 If these questions give you ‘excitations’ like they do for 
me, or if you, too, feel the need to investigate these intersec-
tions of things that you just can’t quite explain, I invite you to 
come to CCAM and join in the experiment. At the very least, 
you’ll find that we all share a love of mixed-topping ice cream.
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THE DEAN’S LIST: 
CELEBRITY COUPLES

Welcome to the Dean’s List: your weekly des-
tination for Deborah Berke’s most on-topic, off the 

beaten path rankings.

P: Diego Rivera and Frida Kahlo 
7: John Lennon + Yoko Ono 

6: Patti Smith and Fred ‘Sonic’ Smith 
5: Gertrude Stein + Alice B Toklas 

4: Walt Whitman + Peter Doyle
B: Charles Eames and Ray Kaiser Eames 

SB: Jay Z + Beyonce (Bey-Z)\

COMMENTS
Dean Berke created this list from scratch after our 
original offerings were limited to couples only rel-
evant to TMZ. Brangelina, Kimye and Bennifer 
were swiftly given the axe. Her initial com-

ments: “Nowhere near a varied or diverse 
enough list! Get with it, you guys.”  
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